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mastery is expressed through the peerless craftsmanship of the com-
pany’s artisans, also leveraging the Maison’s watchmaking expertise 
to deliver four breathtaking “secret watches”.
Representing the most expensive and precious timepiece that Bvlgari 
has ever produced, the Ruby Metamorphosis watch was designed as 
a set with the namesake necklace, embodying the jeweller’s bold, una-
pologetic and sophisticated spirit. Crafted from platinum, this one-of-a-
kind secret watch, which required 1,650 hours to complete, features a 
dial concealed by a cover dominated by a stunning antique cushion-cut 
6.3 carat Mozambique ruby, whose intense red tone evokes the shades 
of a magni�cent Italian sunset. The bracelet sensually wraps around 
the wrist through an intricate construction mingling baguette-cut rubies 
and diamonds set to convey ultimate suppleness.
Designed in combination with the matching necklace, the Celestial 
Sky watch celebrates Rome as an eternal source of inspiration for 
Bvlgari. The vibrant blue shade of the oval-shaped 6-carat Sri-Lanka 
sapphire standing out on this extraordinary platinum secret watch 
recalls the signature hues of the Roman sky. Curved lines and bold 
volumes evoking the sinuosity of Baroque motifs de�ne the bracelets, 
where fancy-shaped sapphires, round-shaped diamonds and cabo-
chon tourmalines are exquisitely paired in a graceful, harmonious 
balance that guarantees a comfortable �t.
Timeless, feminine elegance pervades the spirit of the Diamond Swan 
watch, created as a set with the namesake necklace. An emblem of 

feminine beauty and softness, the swan was a recurrent presence 
in Art Deco art, conveying the same sense of timelessness elegantly 
telegraphed by this high-jewelry creation. Epitomising the outstand-
ing ingenuity of Bvlgari’s designers and artisans, this one-of-a-kind 
timepiece features a dial concealed by a 7-carat facetted rock crys-
tal. The transparent cover cannot only be easily read through, but 
also creates enchanting light re�ections contributing to the magic 
appeal of this watch. Its unique splendour is further enhanced by 
the bracelet graced with a cascade of diamonds in different cuts 
juxtaposed with mother-of-pearl inserts that appear to be �oating in 
mid-air thanks to a special construction developed at Bvlgari’s High 
Jewellery atelier in Rome.
Created to match the necklace bearing the same name, the Baroque 
Spiral watch celebrates the audacity, bravery and ultimate sensuality 
of the Baroque movement, which deeply in�uenced Rome’s art and 
cultural heritage. The spiral geometry, symbolising life and evolution, 
is the main protagonist of this extraordinary timepiece on which curl-
ing baroque motifs triumphantly entwine with diamonds, emeralds, 
rubies and sapphires, radiating ultimate harmony and grace. The 
joyful, sophisticated �amboyancy of the timepiece is exalted by the 
rock crystal covering the dial and creating enchanting light re�ections. 
Rock crystal is a transparent variety of the silica mineral quartz that 
is specially valued for its clarity. Every stone has its own identity and 
unique features.   O 

Bergeon
Nouveau tournevis de précision

Devenue manufacture à part entière après plus de dix ans de restruc-
turation, Bergeon propose aujourd’hui un nouveau tournevis destiné 
aux travaux de rhabillage dans les secteurs horloger et optique. Cet 
outil est muni d’un adaptateur rapide en acier inoxydable, de deux 
joints de couleur permettant une meilleure identi�cation du diamètre 
de la mèche et d’une douille de réduction en acier inoxydable (dia-
mètre extérieur 3 mm / intérieur 0,5 à 2,5 mm). Sa tête à huit pans 
en matière synthétique avec cuvette offre une meilleures ergonomie.
Au terme de sa réorientation, la maison chaux-de-fonnière consacre 
60% de son personnel à la production des équipements et outil-
lages commercialisés par l’entreprise. Le secteur usinage occupe 
aujourd’hui quelque 1’500 m2 et abrite un parc machines de dernière 
génération comptant une vingtaine de CNC, dont plusieurs équipées 
de robots, permettant de réaliser une part importante de la gamme 
de produits labellisés «Bergeon Manufacture».   O 

New precision screwdriver

After more than ten years of restructuring, Bergeon has become 
a fully-fledged Manufacture and now offers a new screwdriver 
designed for re�tting work in the watch and optical sectors. This 
tool is equipped with a stainless steel quick adaptor, two coloured 

rings for enhanced identi�cation of the bit diameter and a stain-
less steel reduction sleeve (external diameter 3mm/internal diameter  
0.5 to 2.5mm). The eight-sided head made of synthetic material 
ensures enhanced ergonomics.
Following the �rm’s reorientation, more than 60% of staff based in 
La Chaux-de-Fonds-based is dedicated to producing equipment and 
tools marketed by the company. The machining sector now occu-
pies some 1,500m2 and houses a state-of-the-art machine �eet with 
some 20 CNC machines, several of which are equipped with robots, 
enabling it to produce a large proportion of its products labelled 

“Bergeon Manufactured”.   O 




